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Installation Tool, 847 Spray Adhesive
848 Citrus Cleaner & Staple Guns

Setting Beads
In 847 Adhesive

860 1/ case = 10 packs2

861 1 case = 20 packs

866 1 case = 6 staple guns

868 1 electric staple gun

847 1 case = 12 cans

847S 1 skid = 80 cases

848 1 case = 6 cans

4325 & 4325K 1 Tool FREE in every roll

847 & 847S 1 Tool FREE with every can

The Trim-Tex Installation Tool was designed
to ease the installation of Trim-Tex Vinyl
Beads. A FREE Tool is included with every
box of Magic Corner and can of 847 Spray
Adhesive.

847 is designed to give a
strong bond while maintaining a workable open time so beads can be accurately
positioned.Will not bleed through taping compound or paint. Once dry, product is
inert. 847 must be used along with staples to properly install Magic Corner, 093 V
Expansion and Hideaway Expansion. See individual product packaging for
detailed instructions. Apply 847 spray to the bead and then to the drywall. The
adhesive must still be wet to allow you to position the bead. If adhesive dries and is
no longer tacky the adhesive will not bond properly. Respray both surfaces. Once
in position, pressure the mud legs of the bead to the wall using the Multi-Purpose
tool as shown above left. Allow the adhesive to tack
and go back a second time to pressure the legs.
Staple mud legs every 6-8" with / " long divergent
staples. Divergent staples and staple guns are
available from Trim-Tex as shown below. For
certain products such as archway beads, it may be
easier to apply spray adhesive only to the drywall. In this case be sure to apply two
liberal coats of spray adhesive to the drywall and install as detailed earlier. For
easy clean up of adhesive overspray, use the Trim-Tex 848 cleaner.

For easy installation of Trim-Tex beads, we now offer
/ " Divergent Staples and Super Sure Shot Staple Guns from Duo-Fast™. The

Super Sure Shot is a heavy duty industrial quality staple gun with fully adjustable
power setting, and a unique jam clear mechanism. / " divergent staples are
designed to splay outward as they enter the drywall increasing holding power.
Install Trim-Tex Beads at 10 times the speed with the new Trim-Tex Electric
Staple Gun by Duo-Fast. This heavy duty staple gun comes with an exclusive

Trim-Tex headpiece that splays the
divergent staples even further to
provide superior holding power.
Industrial quality construction and
extra large capacity staple magazine
are among the many superior
features. Comes with a heavy duty 12'
cord, matching color case and safety
glasses.

Setting Beads with Trim-Tex 847 Spray Adhesive:

Staple Guns & Staples:
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